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Agenda Topics 

1. Call to Order

2. Approval of the Minutes of the January 4, 2022 Meeting [Decision Item]

3. Financial status of the Oregon Forest Land Protection Fund [Information Item]

4. Insurance Policy for 2022 Fire Season [Decision Item]

5. Weather update [Information Item]

6. Update on any changes to Large Fire Cost Collection Efforts [Information Item]

7. Determine Unencumbered Balance of the OFLPF as of February 16, 2022 [Decision Item]

8. Severity Resource Plan & Budget [Information Item]

9. Agency/Fire Division Report [Information Items]
• ODF Financial Report and Emergency Fire Funding Task Force
• Legislative Session, E-Board
• BLM Agreement
• ODF Geoboard/IMTs
• FEMA Update

10. EFCC Administrator Report

11. Public Comment/Good of the Order
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DF Distribution 

EMERGENCY FIRE COST COMMITTEE 

January 4, 2022 

In accordance with the provisions of ORS 477.455, a meeting of the Emergency Fire Cost Committee (EFCC) was held via Zoom Video 
Conferencing on Tuesday, January 4, 2022.   

Committee Members Present 
Brennan Garrelts, Chair 
Steve Cafferata 
Chris Johnson 
Erik Lease 

Others Present 
Nancy Hirsch, EFCC Administrator 
Tim Keith, Interim EFCC Administrator 
Lorna Hobbs, EFCC Finance Coordinator 
Chrystal Bader, Executive Support, Oregon Department of Forestry (ODF) 
Shauna Morris, Administrative Support, ODF 
Cal Mukumoto, State Forester 
Bill Herber, Deputy Director, Administration, ODF 
James Short, Assistant Deputy Director for Administration, ODF 
Mike Shaw, Interim Chief of Fire Protection, ODF 
Ron Graham, Deputy Chief, Operations, Fire Protection, ODF 
Neal Miller, Fire Cost Recovery Specialist, ODF 
Tyler McCarty, SWO District Forester, ODF 
Mark Hubbard, Finance, ODF 
Stacy Miller, Fire Finance, ODF 
Kathy Wells, Fire Finance, ODF 
Todd Scharff, DAS Risk Management 
Lindsay Cunningham, Willis Towers Watson 
Matt Stayner, LFO 
Kyle Williams, Director of Forest Protection, Oregon Forests & Industries Council (OF&IC) 
Chris Edwards, President, OF&IC 
Cindy Robert, Hancock Forest Management 
Betsy Earls, Weyerhaeuser 
Randy Hereford, Starker Forests 
Kylie Grunow, Meriwether  

ITEM 1:  CALL TO ORDER, CHAIR COMMENTS AND INTRODUCTIONS 
Chair Garrelts called the meeting to order at 10:02 a.m. on Tuesday, January 4, 2022.  All Committee members were present via Zoom 
video conference and there was a quorum. The committee welcomed Erik Lease, new EFC Committee member. Erik works for 
Weyerhaeuser and will be representing landowners in the northwest region of Oregon.  

ITEM 2:  APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES OF THE SEPTEMBER 7, 2021 EFCC MEETING [Decision Item] 
No comments were made by committee members or attendees on the September 7, 2021 Emergency Fire Cost Committee meeting 
minutes. A motion for approval was made by Chris Johnson and seconded by Erik Lease. The minutes of the Emergency Fire Cost 
Committee September 7, 2021 meeting were unanimously approved. 

ITEM 3:  FINANCIAL STATUS OF THE OREGON FOREST LAND PROTECTION FUND [Information Item] 
The committee reviewed the financial status of the Oregon Forest Land Protection Fund (OFLPF) for FY22 through November 30, 2021. 
The beginning balance of the fund on July 1, 2021 was $13,362,556. 
On the report under “Estimated Revenue/Transfers In:” 

• Item #1: Estimated total assessments for FY22 to date are $4,399,166. These amounts have been updated since the last report
after acreage numbers were updated in November. This is an increase of $125,000 of the estimated revenue.

• Item #2: Harvest Tax revenues are estimated at $1,327,857 which is 59% of the expected total for the year.
• Item #3: Estimated interest earned for FY22 is $16,629. In September, the estimated total for the year would be about $59,467

and since that time, the interest rate went down to the current rate of 0.45%. The estimated interest for the year is $41,025.
• Item #4: Estimated adjustment for overpayment of FY21 operating expenses is at $6,400.
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The estimated total for revenues and transfer in for FY22 is $11,349,733. 
On the report under Expenditures/Transfers Out: 

• Item #1: FY22 Payroll and Operating Expenses remain estimated at $185,000.
• Item #2: $318,000 was paid to the Department of Administrative Services for the OFLPF contribution to the insurance premium

for fire season 2021.
• Item #3: The Fund’s contribution to the insurance premium for fire season 2022 is still estimated at $315,000.
• Item #4: $3M was transferred from the fund for severity costs for fire season 2021.

For the 2021 fire season draft claims, the net amount for FY22 claims is currently estimated at $57.2M, not including fires prior to July 1, 
2021, which are included in the FY21 claim. A $10M advance was made to Douglas Forest Protective Association (DFPA) to help cover 
fire payments.  
Total estimated Expenditures/Transfers Out for FY22 is $13,818,000. 
Estimated Fund Balance for June 30, 2022 is $11,394,289. 

ITEM 4:  WEATHER UPDATE [Information Item] 
Ron Graham, Deputy Chief of Operations for the Fire Protection Division, provided the weather update which shows a little bit of relief in 
drought. As of the end of December, the state is still in drought, with central Oregon remaining in exceptional drought. The east side of 
the state is in extreme drought but some of that area drought is being mitigated daily. Ron emphasized that there is still a long way to go. 
The state was in significant drought early last winter and through last fire season. Nationally, as of end of December 2021, the trend 
shows drought easing up a little. There has been good snowpack across the state with the last series of storms which were significant 
and widespread. For the next three months in Oregon, the trend is still showing temperatures below normal and precipitation potential 
above average. Ron noted the key takeaway from this report is the state is getting a good amount of moisture. However, there are still a 
few areas on the weather monitoring locations showing 50 days without significant rainfall, primarily in the remote eastern areas of the 
state. ODF will continue to monitor the snowpack and snow/water equivalencies as well as early snow melt that might change the current 
outlook.  Ron did not venture a prediction of next fire season’s severity, noting that it was too early to tell.   

ITEM 5: UPDATE ON STATUS OF LARGE FIRE COST COLLECTION EFFORTS [Information Item] 

Neil Miller, Fire Cost Recovery Specialist, provided a brief update on the status of large fire cost collection efforts.  He noted that of the 
55 large fires listed, Stouts Creek, Fern Ridge and Santiam Park fires are all very close to settlement for insurance policy limits. Since 
the last EFCC meeting in September, ODF has received a total of $4,610.90 from 55 payment plans, for a total collection of $55,622.57 
to date on these fires. Central Oregon District’s (COD) Haystack fire has been settled for policy limits and closed. Western Lane’s Horton 
fire & West Oregon District’s (WO) Maple fire are new to the list, recent demands have been sent. For significant fire investigations in 
progress, Southwest Oregon District’s (SWO) Fielder Creek fire has been added. North Cascade District’s Santiam Park investigation is 
complete. Under new fire cost reporting, Elbow Creek, Pike Road, and North Bank Lanes have updated fire costs since the last EFCC 
meeting. Although ODF was not jurisdictionally responsible for the Holiday Farm, 242 and Slater fires, Oregon Department of Justice is 
reaching out to the US Attorney’s Office to determine the status of investigations on these 2020 Labor Day fires. 

ITEM 6: INSURANCE POLICY UPDATE [Information & Decision Items] 
Todd Scharff, Department of Administrative Services Risk Manager, provided an update on the 2021-22 claim status noting this year, 
eligible costs exceeded the $50M deductible by about $19M. This amount could go up or down a little depending on the auditing 
process. All appropriate parties and insurers have been notified of the claim and appropriate people have been assigned to manage the 
claim. Trevor Arnold with Crawford has been assigned as the claim adjustor, Joel Booth is his backup. The claim adjusting was moved 
from McLarens after David Logan’s retirement.  Once again, forensic accounting of the claim will be handled by lead accountant 
Katharyn Thompson with Baker Tilly.  Tim Keith will serve as the lead auditor for ODF. Todd noted the good continuity from prior claim 
years. The next steps are for the numbers to come in at the district level and auditing to occur for the claim to be finalized and presented. 
Todd will have more information to report in the spring.  
Lindsay Cunningham, Global Client Advocate and leader of Willis Towers Watson’s Pacific Northwest Region, provided an update on the 
Insurance policy for the 2022 fire season noting the policy renewal date of April 15, 2022.  Lindsay showed a PowerPoint presentation 
providing a look back on the numbers for the past 11 years to lay the foundation of the program and how it is favorable for the State. She 
highlighted fire seasons 2010 forward, which show favorable firefighting cost recuperations. Since 2010, approximately $31.5M has been 
paid in premiums with recoveries in the $66M range. This is unfavorable for insurance underwriters. Feedback received from the lead 
underwriter Derek Hanson with the Canopious Group is that the renewal should focus on what caused the 2021 season fires and 
why/how it was different from previous fire seasons.  He also would like to see how Oregon is adapting and addressing fire risk.  
Lindsay noted that the fire season look back will show how the program has changed over the years, specifically the retention/deductible 
amounts. Current property market conditions depict the difficult times. In general, the property market was very hard hit with over 22 
events worldwide, exceeding $22 billion, which impacts insurance carriers and how they do business. The property insurance market 
rates are upwards of a 15% increase; however, some models do show improvement. ODF carries the only kind of coverage like this in 
the world so there is no exact comparison. She explained that Lloyd’s of London is made up of many syndicates that sit inside the 
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program. A majority of the policy (94%) is Lloyd’s of London and syndicates with Canopious as the lead underwriter. Acceptance 
Indemnity, a US-based company, offered significant positive pricing compared to Lloyd’s so they were brought onto the program this 
past year. Acceptance also offered a rate guarantee if losses were below or at the minimum. Unfortunately, with the current loss last 
year, they cannot adhere to this guarantee.  
Lindsay anticipates an increase in retention from $50M, as well as a premium increase of 20-25%, as well as carrier participation 
changes. Depending upon retention, the pricing element can change drastically. Lindsay also mentioned the bi-weekly meetings which 
started in November to work on the renewal. Meetings with underwriters are tentatively scheduled for the week of February 14 with a dry 
run of the presentation and a one-on-one meeting with Canopious. Renewal quotes are expected around March 1, 2022 with term 
negotiations occurring in mid-March. Binding orders will be sent to the markets around the first of April.  
Todd Scharff reminded the committee that it is EFCC’s role to provide a recommendation to the State Forester regarding the purchase of 
a policy renewal. It is anticipated that there will be numbers for EFCC to review at the March EFCC meeting. Todd also noted that Chair 
Garrelts has been engaged since the beginning; Lee Lockram with Willis Towers Watson will join the March underwriter meetings. Lee 
has good relationships with insurers and a superb ability to negotiate.  
Steve Cafferata asked if any analysis is done on the actual return on investment to the underwriters from premium payments. Lindsay 
responded that over the years, insurance companies have made a lot of money investing in capital markets conservatively, however, 
returns have been significantly lower. As a result, many insurance companies are moving out of harder risk areas into more profitable 
lines of business for risk premiums to pay off.  
Chair Garrelts commented that it will come down to the State Forester and a recommendation from EFCC to continue this insurance 
policy. He cautioned that once the program is gone, it would be hard to renegotiate and bring it back because it is so unique; the EFCC 
and the State of Oregon need to keep in mind the big picture and what makes sense at the time. The EFCC recommendation to the 
State Forester does not bind the committee or the State.  
A motion that the State Forester work with Willis Towers Watson to secure the firefighting expense insurance policy bid for renewal and 
possible action at the EFCC March 2022 meeting was made by Steve Cafferata and seconded by Chris Johnson. All were in favor, and 
none opposed. The motion was unanimously approved.  

ITEM 7: FISCAL YEAR 2020 AUDIT REPORT [Decision Item] 

Tim Keith, Acting EFCC Administrator, provided the summarized FY20 audit report, noting the full report can be viewed on the EFCC 
website. The audit for FY21 is incomplete due to nearly $12M spent last spring, prior to the conclusion of FY21. Nancy will bring those  
audit reports to the committee next winter. The EFCC Administrator annually audits the fire cost claims against the Oregon Forestland 
Protection Fund (OFLPF) ensuring those costs are appropriate. Audits were conducted by Nancy Hirsch, Tina Meyers, and Lorna 
Hobbs. The total extra costs for FY20 were $26.9M with a net claim of $10,145,527 to the OFLPF and General Fund. Four districts were 
audited last year. OAR 629.165.0310 requires all claims against OFLPF not be finalized until the EFCC Administrator has audited each 
claim and the committee has approved the audits. Audits assure EFCC maintains financial responsibility to manage the OFLPF and 
assists the State Forester with the ability to secure the insurance policy. Tim added that the key to the success of the audits is that the 
EFCC Administrator encourages fire management district personnel and fire business personnel to attend the audits. This provides two-
way communication to keep the EFCC Administrator up to date on issues and ensures requirements are current. It also allows the 
Administrator to convey the audit results to ODF field personnel.  
To summarize the audit report, the statewide total for reversal of charges was 9.4% of the fiscal year net claims ($9,498,654). This was 
primarily due to a misunderstanding of coding for FEMA-eligible costs. Ineligible costs charged to the OFLPF have been corrected on the 
Milepost 97 fire in DFPA. Example of the types of things found include eligibility of personnel with protection funding; regular payroll is 
charged to the respective district and overtime is charged to the incident (OFLPF). Hand crew personnel payroll is eligible for OFLPF 
funding but not if they are assigned to an engine crew. Shift tickets were also missing some information, specifically signatures. Although 
the shift ticket finding doesn’t have a financial implication, it is key to maintaining the integrity of the system, ensuring approved 
resources are used and charged correctly. Other issues found in the audit included helicopter deductibles, unauthorized meal charges, 
and ineligible fire costs on fires that were not a threat to the respective district. These ineligible charges have since been reversed. 
Charges to the OFLPF that are the responsibility of other agencies were also found. Additionally, there were some financial reporting 
challenges with different systems between the operating associations and ODF districts regarding FEMA eligibility personnel cost 
reimbursements. Another issue found in the audit was that emergency fire costs were coded to fires outside of fire season, which were 
the responsibility of the district. These charges were also reversed.  
The South Cascade and Central Oregon District audits were conducted remotely. The DFPA audit was held in Salem. The Southwest 
Oregon District audit was held at the Medford ODF office. The Klamath-Lake District audit was also held remotely. All in all, the 2021 fire 
season was relatively quiet with only four large fires experiencing gross costs over $1M, and four fires that ranged from $100k to $1M in 
cost. 
Pages 7 and 8 of the report show precisely what corrections were made. Tim finalized this report with Lorna Hobbs, and Nancy Hirsch 
has approved it for review and approval by the EFCC today. A motion to approve the report and finalization of the FY21 claims was 
made by Erik Lease and seconded by Steve Cafferata. All were in favor, none opposed, and the motion passed.  
Steve Cafferata encouraged taking advantage of the stories coming out of these reports – close calls, saves, et cetera, that show what a 
great job districts are doing. Chair Garrelts commended the auditors and this committee on ensuring landowner dollars are used properly 
and prudently. Having these mechanisms in place speaks well to how fires in Oregon are managed and extinguished, and how dollars 
are spent.  
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ITEM 8:  SET DISTRICT DEDUCTIBLE RATES FOR 2022-23 FISCAL YEAR [Decision Item] 

Tim Keith opened this topic noting the authority set forth in ORS 477.770, and OAR 629.165.0100, which establishes that the 
Emergency Fire Cost Committee shall set deductible amounts on or before January 15 of each year. Rates are currently at $0.10 per 
acre for timber and $0.05 per acre for grazing. There is no increase in the biennial budget to increase these rates. Tim recommended the 
Committee leave the deductible rates for timber and grazing the same for 2022. Additionally, the $25k per fire per day deductible is 
embodied in administrative rules and would require rulemaking by the committee to change that deductible.  
Chair Garrelts commented that a good amount of communication is occurring in Oregon regarding large fire funding and addressing 
cash flow issues. It would be wise at this time, rather than adjusting any rates for the Fund, to let conversations develop and look at what 
opportunities are presented, and possibly look at changing the district deductible rates next year. 
A motion to leave rates at $0.10 per acre for timber and $0.05 per acre for grazing for FY22-23 was made by Chris Johnson and 
seconded by Steve Cafferata. All approved and none opposed, and the motion passed unanimously.  
Steve Cafferata cautioned that the committee will need to start reviewing the rates soon if it wants to change the rates next year to get 
them into district budgets. Chair Garrelts responded that it may be prudent to start the conversation but it would be best to hold back 
from making future recommendations.  
Nancy Hirsch noted the timing, which will need to align with the next biennial budget process (within the next 4-8 months) and sync with 
the Board of Forestry. Then EFCC can go through the process which wouldn’t take effect until he 2023-25 biennium.  

ITEM 9:  AGENCY / FIRE DIVISION REPORT [Information Items / Possible Decision] 
Mike Shaw, Interim Chief of Fire Protection opened this topic noting that he is backfilling behind Doug Grafe, previous Chief of Fire 
Protection. Through the passage of Senate Bill 762, Doug is now the Wildfire Director for the Governor’s Office. Mike will remain interim 
Chief through the end of January when the agency is expected to fill the position, limited duration, through the end of the biennium. Mike 
then introduced Cal Mukumoto, Oregon’s new State Forester who provided the first update.  

• State Forester / Board of Forestry update
State Forester Cal Mukumoto reported on current issues facing ODF, including the ongoing negotiations with the Western
Oregon Operating Plan (WOOP) agreement. Cal is hopeful they will come to a good solution with the BLM. Additionally, Nancy
Hirsch and Bill Herber are working on a long-term fix for large fire financing and will present at the Board of Forestry meeting
tomorrow for approval to bring in front of the legislature next biennium. Cal also emphasized the important work of the EFCC.
Bill Herber, Deputy Director for Administration, provided an update on the move of the Fire Finance Unit to the Administrative
Branch, noting this as one of the MGO recommendations for a central finance services program. A total of nine positions, seven
from the Protection Finance Unit, and the two EFCC positions (EFCC Administrator and EFCC Finance Coordinator.) The
seven positions from Protection, supervised by Stacy Miller, officially moved over to the Admin Branch on December 13, 2021,
however, the budgetary change was effective July 1, 2021. The move didn’t occur at that time because the agency didn’t want
to make a major organizational change during the middle of fire season. Bill noted there is still work to be done to gain
alignment in fire finance operations throughout the department and to leverage further implementation of MGO
recommendations including Actual Cost Computation (ACC) and district/agency budgeting. The funding structure remains as
the standard fire protection funding, not the Administrative pro-rate that other finance positions fall under. On January 3, the
EFCC positions officially moved, however there are still some housekeeping tasks to manage.

• 2021 Fire Season wrap-up
Mike Shaw provided the 2021 fire season report noting how the season started with drought early in 2021 across significant
portions of the state, which was earlier than normal. A fire on March 28 outside of Bend burned a couple hundred acres. This
long duration drought has led to more fuel-driven fires. For the 2021 fire season, there were a little over 1,100 fires on ODF
protection burning over 225K acres. These numbers are slightly above average on number of fires and above average on acres
burned. Statewide across all protection agencies, ODF incurred 60% of fire starts but with aggressive initial attack in
cooperation with landowners and cooperators, ODF only incurred 28% of the acres burned. Fire season 2021 gross costs year
to date are at $129.2M. Emergency Board investments provided additional capacity and aviation that were critical to early
season successes, however, climate conditions and fire behavior continue to outpace capacity. Continued investments in fire
suppression is a good first step, but additional investments will need to be made to adapt to the changing conditions. Without
landowner cooperation and partnership, the 2021 fire season would have been significantly more devastating than it was.
Steve Cafferata asked about lightning and the US Forest Service (USFS) working relationship to find successful outcomes in
places that are sometimes challenging. Mike responded that last year, there were some significant challenges on the landscape
that the agency will be working to address in the future with USFS.
Ron Graham, Deputy Chief of Operations, noted that regarding utility companies, there have been multiple efforts at the state
office level in coordinating with the Public Utilities Commission (PUC) and the Oregon Emergency Response (OER) Council of
government agencies. The PUC works with industry directly to relay fire danger information. They are also working on
mitigation and fuel reduction. Ron added that ODF district foresters meet with private and public utility companies to coordinate
efforts before incidents happen. They also review recommendations for shutdowns as well as potential mitigation work. The
2021 fire season was very different than 2020, but ODF continues to engage with utility companies regularly.
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• Protection Division personnel changes
Mike Shaw also provided an update on Protection Division personnel changes. After a preview of SB 762, the division
determined it was critical to split the Deputy Chief duties – one for Policy & Planning and one for Operations – to provide
additional capacity on implementation of the bill. Tim Holschbach is now officially the Deputy Chief of Policy and Planning. The
Division also hired an additional six personnel to support the implementation plan and is working to fill the remaining SB 762
funded positions to provide additional capacity and to have the ability to be proactive versus reactive.

• SB 762 implementation
Mike Shaw then reported on the implementation status of SB 762 noting that within 100 days of the effective passage date of
the bill, the Board of Forestry had to define the Wildland Urban Interface (WUI). Through multiple Rule Advisory Committee
meetings, the agency continues to work through the implementation process. To date, all timelines have been met and will
continue to be met as outlined in the bill. Additionally, SB 762 covers more than just the Protection Division within ODF; there is
also mitigation work being managed through grants within the Planning Branch of ODF as well as a full-time Project
Coordinator, Derek Gasperini, who is the main point of contact to track all aspects of the implementation process across the
agency.

• ODF financial report
Mark Hubbard, Financial Services Manager, reported that ODF is doing well with its cash balance. Fire season vendor
payments have slowed down considerably with $105M in gross payments made to date for FY22 (fire season 2021). There
remains approximately $29M in estimated outstanding payables however no invoices have been received to date. Mark noted
that this amount does not include non-jurisdictional fires.

• BLM Western Oregon Agreement
Ron Graham provided an update on the BLM Western Oregon Agreement noting State Forester Mukumoto and BLM Director
Berry Bushue have met. In summary, BLM wants a lower cost in the new agreement. ODF has done extensive work on
possible concept developments; however, those options weren’t what BLM was looking for so conversations will continue. In
March, the Board of Forestry agenda includes a Consent Agenda item to inform the Board on what BLM is seeking and asking
what those options may look like. Beyond that, the agency would need to submit a Policy Option Package (POP) or legislative
concept for changes to the funding structure. With landowner investments in advancing the fire protection system, Ron added
that it doesn’t make sense to make reductions to services, so the agency needs to continue with the current level of protection,
if not advance more. The Western Oregon Operating Plan is good until June 30, 2024; however, one party could sever the
agreement if they choose to.  As of now that hasn’t been discussed, nor has ODF received communication from BLM for
reduction of acres.

• GeoBoard update
Ron Graham also provided the GeoBoard update remarking on the hard work that has been done over the last couple of years
to provide a pathway for sustainability of ODF IMTs. The GeoBoard determined that three ODF teams were needed. The
division has since added capacity to the IMTs and continues to build sustainability. The review of changes to Police & Fire
benefits, based on current fire season conditions, is about 99% completed. The division will meet with ODF Human Resources
and the Public Employees Benefit Board soon to ensure a process is in place for additional recognition of the strain firefighting
places on ODF employees. The fire season 2021 After Action Reviews (AARs) were completed in December, however the
GeoBoard took a break over the holidays and will begin meeting monthly again in February. Ron reminded the committee that
the GeoBoard is a good cross-section of people from agency programs, divisions, leadership and ODF Incident Commanders,
who all provide input on recommendations.

• FEMA update
Stacy Miller, Fire Business Unit Manager, provided an update on FEMA reimbursements highlighting the 2015 fire season
admin claim was submitted for approximately $450k. Contracts and materials documentation have been submitted to FEMA for
the 2020 fire season public assistance claims. Additional policy information is being written to meet the environmental and
historic preservation review requirements. ODF also recently received $2.5M for the Ramsey and Mosier Creek fires. Prior to
2020, outstanding FEMA claims total $1.07M, $68.3M for the 2020 season and $26M for the 2021 season.
Bill Herber noted that this shows ODF is carrying quite a bit of debt waiting for these reimbursements. To mitigate this, the
Department will be submitting a request to the Legislature in January/February for over $76M in General Fund at either
January’s Legislative Days meeting or the February Legislative session. The breakdown of this request is $40M for the state’s
portion of net fire costs, $6M for SPA related to severity, and $500K for large fire district deductibles, as well as an additional
$30M for gross costs due to utilizing appropriations set aside for SB 762 activity. The agency anticipates it will receive $46M for
net cost and severity costs but the $30M ask for gross costs is new and not anticipated to be approved by the Legislature.
Providing these types of costs up-front will be included in large fire funding fixes in the future.

• Severity update
Ron Graham provided the update on severity noting additional investments made in the budget from the Emergency Board.
Specifically, the General Fund component doubled to $10M total. To date, $9.1M of that has been spent. The cost of aviation
resources continues to rise on average 6.5% annually for the cost of insurance, maintenance, fuel, and federal aircraft
requirements. This will again be a challenge in the current budget.
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ITEM 10:  EFCC ADMINISTRATOR REPORT [Information Item] 
Tim Keith opened by officially handing the baton of EFCC Administrator back to Nancy Hirsch. Tim will continue to assist Nancy with 
audits this spring. He noted that he appreciates the support of Nancy Hirsch, Chair Garrelts, and the committee throughout the past fire 
season and up to now. Chair Garrelts stated his appreciation to Tim for stepping up; despite all the changes, it was seamless.  
Nancy Hirsch thanked Chair Garrelts for his support in her taking on the temporary Interim State Forester role. She is happy to be back. 
Nancy then noted the importance of keeping Tim on, as mentioned previously, especially regarding the insurance policy renewal, that 
there be continuity on eligibility decisions for both OFLPF and GF dollars. This also allows Nancy, over the next year, to focus more 
purposefully on policy considerations for the committee as well as the nexus of the implementation of the MGO recommendations 
pertaining to EFCC. Cal has asked Nancy to assist him and/or the department so she may be focused on that at times but feels she 
needs to be available to support both the new State Forester and the agency.  

ITEM 11:  PUBLIC COMMENT / GOOD OF THE ORDER 
There being no further business before the committee, Chair Garrelts adjourned the meeting at 11:59 a.m.  The next regular meeting of 
the committee will be held at 10:00 a.m. on Tuesday, March 8, 2022 either via Zoom Video Conferencing or in-person at ODF 
Headquarters in Salem, Oregon.  

Minutes drafted by:  Chrystal Bader  
Minutes reviewed by: Tim Keith and Steve Cafferata 
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FUND BALANCE

BEGINNING BALANCE (as of 7/1/21) $13,362,556

REVENUE/TRANSFERS IN Previous Years Estimated Revenue to date
Landowner Assessment & Surcharges:

Federal BIA, Corp of Engineers (100% collection rate) $217 $0
BOF & State BOF & DSL (100% collection rate) $45,030 $0
Private & Other Public County Assessments & Direct Bill (97% collection rate) $759,773 $697,099
Minimums County Assessments & Direct Bill (97% collection rate) $755,854 $708,775
Improved Lots County Assessments & Direct Bill (97% collection rate) $7,474,609 $7,394,981

1 Total Assessments from above $9,035,483 $8,800,855

2 Harvest Taxes $2,266,825 $1,327,857

3 Interest Income (based on 0.55% rate effective on 7/29/21) $38,109 $20,316

4 FY 21 Operating Expense Reversal (actual expenses were $14,084 less than transfer out) $6,400 $0

ESTIMATED TOTAL REVENUE $11,346,817 $10,149,028

$23,511,585

EXPENDITURES/TRANSFERS OUT

Previous FY 
Expense Estimated Actual 

1 FY 22 Payroll & Operating Expense ($185,000)

2 Fire Season 2021 Insurance Premium ($318,000) ($318,000)

3 Fire Season 2022 Insurance Premium Estimate*** ($315,000)

4 Fire Season 2021 Severity (used $3M cap as estimate) ($3,000,000) ($3,000,000)

ESTIMATED TOTAL ($318,000) ($3,500,000) ($3,318,000)

2021 FIRE SEASON CLAIMS** Net Amount

$57,212,237

Previous FY 
Expense Estimated Actual 

COD $7,171,077

CFPA $296,249

DFPA $10,500,673

KLD $19,123,367

NCAS $0

NEO $16,485,421

NWO $1,558,221

SCAS $0

SWO $1,575,980

WO $0

WL $0

WRFPA $501,249

($10,000,000) ($10,000,000)

ESTIMATED TOTAL EXPENDITURES ($318,000) ($13,500,000) ($13,318,000) ($13,818,000)

$9,693,585

ESTIMATED FUND BALANCE ON JUNE 30, 2022*** $10,891,373

**  Fire Season Claims listed are based on a Fiscal Year July 1 - June 30.

*** based on assumptions/estimates that the cap of $13.5 million will be expended from the fund.

Emergency Fire Cost Committee - Oregon Forestland Protection Fund

January 31, 2022

FY22 Estimated OFLPF Account Balance

OFLPF Account

ESTIMATED 11195 FUND BALANCE ON JANUARY 31, 2022

Estimated FY22 Total 
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Fire Insurance Premium Insurance Amount of Anticipated Net F.F. Paid By
Season Year** Cost Deductible Coverage FEMA Cost Claims Insurance

(Self-Insur.) Reimbursement (EFC Claims)

1 73 73-74 $45,000 $325,000 $1,000,000 NA $853,801 $528,801
2 74 74-75 $45,000 $325,000 $1,000,000 NA $453,331 $128,331
3 75 75-76 $75,000 $500,000 $1,000,000 NA $299,721 $0

76 76-77 NO COVERAGE NA $304,240
4 77 77-78 $92,850 $500,000 $1,000,000 NA $465,503 $0
5 78 78-79 $77,006 $500,000 $1,000,000 NA $640,372 $140,372
6 79 79-80 $61,919 $500,000 $1,000,000 NA $1,166,147 $666,147
7 80 80-81 $138,875 $1,000,000 $1,000,000 NA $887,888 $0
8 81 81-82 $174,750 $1,000,000 $2,000,000 NA $3,048,422 $2,000,000
9 82 82-83 $174,750 $1,000,000 $2,000,000 NA $237,146 $0
10 83 83-84 $170,000 $1,000,000 $2,000,000 NA $0 $0
11 84 84-85 $144,968 $1,000,000 $2,000,000 NA $41,360 $0

85 85-86 NO COVERAGE NA $414,723
12 86 86-87 $170,000 $3,000,000 $2,000,000 NA $4,217,318 $917,993
13 87 87-88 $244,045 $2,000,000 $2,000,000 NA $19,002,716 $2,000,000
14 88 88-89 $1,781,493 $2,000,000 $7,650,000 NA $9,600,000 $7,549,771
15 89 89-90 $1,956,109 $4,000,000 $8,000,000 NA $5,216,613 $1,216,613
16 90 90-91 $2,418,438 $7,500,000 $35,000,000 NA $4,511,611 $0
17 91* 91-92 $2,418,438 $7,500,000 $35,000,000 NA $3,406,772 $0
18 92* 92-93 $2,418,438 $7,500,000 $35,000,000 NA $12,850,855 $5,350,855
19 93* 93-94 $2,878,421 $8,000,000 $34,500,000 NA $1,954,271 $0
20 94* 94-95 $2,668,039 $8,000,000 $34,500,000 NA $14,669,153 $6,669,153
21 95* 95-96 $2,777,477 $10,000,000 $32,500,000 NA $3,618,209 $0
22 96* 96-97 $2,714,577 $10,000,000 $32,500,000 NA $2,410,977 $0
23 97* 97-98 $2,539,980 $10,000,000 $33,000,000 NA $36,189 $0
24 98* 98-99 $2,380,439 $10,000,000 $33,000,000 NA $666,713 $0
25 99* 99-00 $2,372,098 $10,000,000 $43,000,000 NA $3,036,044 $0
26 00* 00-01 $2,372,098 $10,000,000 $43,000,000 NA $5,780,952 $0
27 01* 01-02 $2,266,528 $10,000,000 $43,000,000 NA $14,889,423 $4,880,003
28 02* 02-03 $3,345,305 $10,000,000 $43,000,000 NA $30,001,937 $19,975,885
29 03* 03-04 $3,570,743 $15,000,000 $20,575,000 NA $9,180,727 $0
30 04* 04-05 $3,875,425 $15,000,000 $25,000,000 NA $2,017,509 $0
31 05 05-06 $1,290,626 $25,000,000 $25,000,000 NA $13,196,716 $0
32 06 06-07 $1,290,626 $25,000,000 $25,000,000 NA $9,238,746 $0
33 07 07-08 $1,081,510 $25,000,000 $25,000,000 NA $14,125,366 $0
34 08 08-09 $907,966 $25,000,000 $25,000,000 NA $9,129,075 $0
35 09 09-10 $907,972 $25,000,000 $25,000,000 NA $5,387,719 $0
36 10 10-11 $860,776 $25,000,000 $25,000,000 NA $5,036,777 $0
37 11 11-12 $811,590 $25,000,000 $25,000,000 NA $2,705,646 $0
38 12 12-13 $854,926 $25,000,000 $25,000,000 NA $5,209,073 $0
39 13 13-14 $923,318 $20,000,000 $25,000,000 $43,316,069 $74,628,615 $25,000,000
40 14 14-15 $2,012,041 $20,000,000 $25,000,000 $14,150,201 $42,232,661 $22,232,661
41 15 15-16 $3,832,815 $50,000,000 $25,000,000 $20,490,997 $20,562,364 $0
42 16 16-17 $3,526,191 $50,000,000 $25,000,000 $2,833,896 $11,079,577 $0
43 17 17-18 $3,240,879 $50,000,000 $25,000,000 $2,110,195 $32,462,251 $0
44 18 18-19 $3,560,044 $50,000,000 $25,000,000 $20,482,731 $40,143,014 $0
45 19 19-20 $3,726,264 $50,000,000 $25,000,000 $7,893,434 $11,135,379 $0
46 20 20-21 $4,010,403 $50,000,000 $25,000,000 $63,399,005 $49,649,895 $0
47 21 21-22 $4,038,975 $50,000,000 $25,000,000 $0

Total(s)
$83,245,131 

$174,676,528 $501,803,516 $99,256,585 

1973-2022 Insurance Years Fire Seasons
Cumulative Difference (Cost-Claim) $16,011,454

indicated a deductible, plus insurance amount, equal to approximately $45 million. (ORS 477.775)

Policy Period:   April 15, 20XX-April 14, 20XX ( Fire Season)

Updated February 2, 2022

INSURANCE PROGRAM SUMMARY

Bolded figures indicate estimated costs.

*1991 Legislature required the EFCC, by statute, to purchase insurance. The Legislature did not establish a minimum for insurance, but the Legislative intent

Q:\EFCC\FINANCES\Insurance Policy\Insurance Program Summary Reports\Insurance Program Summary 020322 AGENDA ITEM #4



2022 Fire Season 
Outlook
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Drought
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Seasonal drought outlook
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Snowpack/water and precipitation
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Oregon's complete and coordinated
fire protection system
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FIRE COST COLLECTION CLAIM STATUS 
CLAIMS ˃$5,000 

March 4, 2022 

DISTRICT FIRE NAME YEAR 
AMOUNT 

BILLED 
PAYMENT 
RECEIVED 

BALANCE DUE 

SW Stratton Creek #1-3 2017 $570,441.53 $3,627.26 $566,814.27 

KL Ana 238 2017 $109,436.31 $0.00 $109,436.31 

WO Fall Creek 2018 $105,621.10 $0.00 $105,621.10 

SW Neil Rock 2019 $104,793.10 $575.00 $104,218.10 

COD Bologna Canyon 2011 $69,781.22 $0.00 $69,781.22 

NCA Paradise McBridge 2004 $66,900.69 $13,982.36  $52,918.33 

COD Jewel Road 2014 $48,259.22 $150.00  $48,109.22 

AT South Jetty 2015 $45,214.01 $0.00 $45,214.01 

SW 
North Applegate Rd 
9244 

2017 $45,129.80 
$2,950.00  $42,179.80 

COD Straw Fork 2017 $40,918.39 $0.00 $40,918.39 

SCA Jasper/Lowell 2013 $39,149.07 $0.00 $39,149.07 

SW Sterling Ditch 2012 $38,545.00 $0.00 $38,545.00 

SW Meadows PP#041500 2020 $27,330.37 $0.00 $27,330.37 

SW N River Road 2017 $25,008.45 $4,200.00 $20,808.45 

CS Carpenterville Road 2012 $22,849.94 $2,350.00  $20,499.94 

CS New River 2010 $21,450.85 $0.00 $21,450.85 

CS Airport Road 2016 $20,112.18 $0.00 $20,112.18 

NCA Tom Rock 2019 $19,980.42 $0.00 $19,980.42 

FG Rock Creek 2011 $19,626.87 $0.00 $19,626.87 

SW Takilma Rd 5430 2018 $19,398.23 $3,000.00 $16,393.23 

SW Swede Cabin 2021 $17,944.38 $0.00 $17,944.38 

CS Lampa Ln 2018 $16,535.40 $3,500.00 $13,035.40 

WL 5 Rivers Slash 2019 $15,755.47 $0.00 $15,755.47 

SW Jack Creek #6 2018 $13,848.48 $0.00 $13,848.48 

FG Grabhorn Fire 2018 $13,151.84 $0.00 $13,151.84 

SW Kerby Avenue 336 2011 $12,412.22 $0.00 $12,412.22 

DFPA Hubbard Creek 2018 $11,771.92 $0.00 $11,771.92 

NCA Gard Rd Fire 2018 $11,118.03 $0.00 $11,118.03 

SCA McGowen Lookout 2013 $10,669.01 $0.00 $10,669.01 

NCA Boundary 2009 $10,376.11 $75.00  $10,301.11 

WO Spilde Creek Fire 2014 $10,185.90 $0.00 $10,185.90 

SW 
Dead Indian Memorial 
#3 

2014 $9,505.02 
$0.00 

$9,505.02 

DG Navajo Drive 2001 $9,412.26 $6,374.92  $3,037.34 

KL Drews 2012 $8,982.96 $0.00 $8,982.96 

DG Happy Valley Rd 2017 $8,538.70 $1,950.00 $6,588.70 

SW Lariat Drive 2008 $8,384.86 $0.00 $8,384.86 

DG Thompson Creek 2016 $8,183.04 $0.00 $8,183.04 

SCA Soda Fork 2016 $7,890.18 $5,600.18   $2,290.00 

DG Lowe Rd 2017 $7,500.00 $2,562.00 $4,938.00 

CS Bill Creek 2018 $6,756.48 $0.00 $6,756.48 

FG Holaday Road #1 2016 $6,584.40 $0.00 $6,584.40 

SW 15360 Jones Rd 2019 $6,529.68 $0.00 $6,529.68 

KL Egert 2013 $6,296.62 $10.00 $6286.62 
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DISTRICT FIRE NAME YEAR 
AMOUNT 

BILLED 
PAYMENT 
RECEIVED 

BALANCE DUE 

SCA Hemlock Fire 2017 $6,051.87 $0.00 $6,051.87 

SCA 26175 Siuslaw 2019 $5,962.25 $2,383.87 $3,578.38 

SW Watts Mine 2010 $5,574.84 $850.00  $4,724.84 

WO Maple 2021 $5,355.49 $0.00 $5,355.49 

SW Tolo Rd (6150) 2016 $5,501.50 $0.00 $5,501.50 

SW Griffin Creek Rd 8022 2013 $5,000.00 $350.00 $4,650.00 

CFPA Marlow Creek 2019 $5,000.00 $2,800.00 $2,200.00 

TOTAL 50 $1,736,725.66 $57,290.59 1,679,435.07 

CLOSED FIRE COST COLLECTION CLAIMS GREATER THAN $5,000 

(Since December 31, 2021) 

DISTRICT FIRE NAME YEAR 
AMOUNT 

BILLED 
PAYMENT 
RECEIVED 

CURRENT STATUS 

DFPA Stouts Creek 2015 $40,036,975.86 $299,631.19 Settled 

NCA Santiam Park 2019 $233,838.21 $175,000.00 Settled 

WO Horton 2020 $56,754.60 $56,754.60 Paid in Full 

NCA Fern Ridge 2014 $25,921.31 $10,000.00 Settled 

SWO Waters Gulch 2020 $13,078.82 $13,078.82 Paid in Full 

WO Harlan Rd 2019 $5,918.04 $0.00 Closed 

TOTAL 6 $40,372,486.84 $554,464.61 

NEW FIRE COST COLLECTION CLAIMS GREATER THAN $5,000 

(Since December 31, 2021) 

DISTRICT FIRE NAME YEAR AMOUNT BILLED 
PAYMENT 
RECEIVED 

CURRENT STATUS 

SWO Swede Cabin 2021 $17,944.38 $0.00 1st Demand 

TOTAL 1 $17,944.38 $0.00 

SIGNIFICANT FIRE INVESTIGATIONS IN PROGRESS 

DISTRICT FIRE YEAR FIRE COSTS INVESTIGATOR 

DFPA Marshall Place 2021 $300,000 M. Jackson/J. Schumacher

KL Ponina 2021 $430,000 C. Miller/Burdon

KL Cutoff 2021 $4,000,000 C. Miller/M. Suba

COD Grandview 2021 $2,500,000 J. Bonebrake/T. Frueh

NEO Govt. Mtn. 2021 $166,000 M. Townsend/J. Aldrich

NEO Elbow Creek 2021 $15,500,000 J. Matye (USFS)/M. Townsend

SWO Fielder Creek 2021 $508,000 Chuck Miller 

TL Cedar Butte 2021 $636,400 J. Bonebrake/C. Buhl

WO Echo Mt 2020 $3,500,000 B. Mahr/J. Hitselberger

TL Pike Rd 2020 $938,000 Dave Helmricks 
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DISTRICT FIRE YEAR FIRE COSTS INVESTIGATOR 

DFPA Archie Creek 2020 $13,800,000 Brady/Mican (BLM) 

CFPA N Bank Lane 2020 $919,000 Jef Chase 

SWO S. Obenchain 2020 $25,000,000 C. Miller

NCA Beachie Creek 2020 $10,000,000 G. White/C. Miller

NCA Clackamas Co. 2020 $3,700,000 Townsend/Miller/White 

WL Sweet Crk. MP2 2020 $4,200,000 C. Miller/Hitselberger

DFPA Days Creek 2020 $800,000 M. Jackson

COD Fir Mountain 2020 $3,000,000 M. Townsend/G. White

DFPA Days Coffee 2019 $830,000 Turchetto/M. Jackson 

SWO Medco B 2019 $410,000 Chuck Miller 

KL Watson Creek 2018 $3,300,000 Hitselberger/Sakrada (USFS) 

COD Memaloose 2018 $225,000 M. Townsend/G. White

SWO Hugo 2018 $705,000 Chuck Miller 

COD Grizzly 2017 $509,000 S. Otto/C. Dayton/C. White

NCA Niagara 2015 $375,000 J. Hitselberger/N. Miller
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February 16, 2022
Oregon Forest Land Protection Fund (OFLPF) Unencumbered Balance

OFLPF Cash Balance (02/16/2022) 9,551,014.40$    

Estimated Revenue through 02/16/2022
-$     

Expenditures and Transfers Out through 02/16/2022

Payroll and Operating Expense (July 1, 2019 - Feb. 16)
Administration (89,739.00)$      

Severity -$   
Insurance premium -$   

Fire Season Claims

Fiscal year 16 (2015 Fire season)
Advance ($10,000,000) -$   

Fiscal year 17 (2016 Fire season)
Advance ($5,800,000)

Fiscal Year 18 (2017 Fire season)
Advance ($10,000,000) -$   

Fiscal year 19 (2018 Fire season) 
Advance ($10,000,000)

Fiscal year 20 (2019 Fire Season)
Advance ($6,161,070)) -$   

Fiscal year 21 (2020 Fire Season)
Advance ($10,000,000) -$   

Fiscal year 22 (2021 Fire Season)
Advance ($10,000,000) -$   

Total Revenue and Expenditures 9,551,014.40$    (89,739.00)$      

Certified Balance, Oregon Forest Land Protection Fund 2/16/22 9,461,275.40$   
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Contractors   Location 2016 Base  2017 Base Change 2017 2018 Base Change 2018 2019 Base 2019 Change  2020 Base 2020 Change 2021 Base 2021 Change 2022 Base 2022 Change
Aero Air  Medford $1,032,000 $1,032,000 $0 $1,032,000 $0 $1,032,000 $0 $1,185,000 $153,000 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Air Spray Prineville $209,436 $214,875 $5,439 $223,275 $8,400 $229,303 $6,028 $235,950 $6,647 $239,250 $3,300 $257,672 $18,422
Columbia La Grande $193,845 $198,900 $5,055 $206,635 $7,735 $212,214 $5,579 $218,325 $6,111 $221,400 $3,075 $238,448 $17,048
Columbia (N569LA) Prineville $176,250 $180,825 $4,575 $187,875 $7,050 $192,948 $5,073 $198,600 $5,652 $201,375 $2,775 $216,881 $15,506
Columbia (N805CB) La Grande $172,500 $177,000 $4,500 $183,900 $6,900 $188,865 $4,965 $194,325 $5,460 $197,025 $2,700 $212,196 $15,171
Co Fire John Day $191,025 $195,975 $4,950 $203,625 $7,650 $209,123 $5,498 $215,175 $6,052 $218,175 $3,000 $234,974 $16,799
Aris Klamath Falls $358,500 $367,920 $9,420 $382,320 $14,400 $392,643 $10,323 $404,040 $11,397 $418,800 $14,760 $451,048 $32,248
General  Pendleton  $317,914 $326,160 $8,246 $338,880 $12,720 $348,030 $9,150 $358,080 $10,050 $372,240 $14,160 $400,902 $28,662
Elkhorn  John Day  $369,730 $379,320 $9,590 $394,080 $14,760 $404,720 $10,640 $416,400 $11,680 $431,400 $15,000 $464,618 $33,218
Marble Mountain Myrtle Creek $322,680 $331,080 $8,400 $344,040 $12,960 $353,329 $9,289 $363,480 $10,151 $377,640 $14,160 $406,718 $29,078
Marble Mountain Grants Pass $343,500 $352,440 $8,940 $366,240 $13,800 $376,128 $9,888 $387,000 $10,872 $401,544 $14,544 $432,463 $30,919
Columbia Roseburg $372,000 $381,720 $9,720 $396,600 $14,880 $407,308 $10,708 $419,040 $11,732 $434,040 $15,000 $467,461 $33,421
Lohman Fossil $339,000 $347,760 $8,760 $361,320 $13,560 $0 $0 $0 $0 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Henderson  John Day $232,707 $238,725 $6,018 $248,025 $9,300 $0 $0 $0 $0 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Skinner  Klamath Falls $42,375 $44,475 $2,100 $46,200 $1,725 $47,447 $1,247 $48,825 $1,378 $49,500 $675 $53,312 $3,812
Butler LaGrande $59,550 $61,125 $1,575 $63,450 $2,325 $65,163 $1,713 $67,050 $1,887 $67,989 $939 $73,224 $5,235
Apex John Day  $270,000 $21,975 $275,400 $5,400 $280,875 $5,475 $302,502 $21,627
Mountain West  Salem  $426,000 $426,000 $0 ‐$426,000 N/A N/A N/A N/A
SOF Air  Fossil $431,760 $70,440 $440,400 $8,640 $458,400 $18,000 $476,736 $18,336
Aero Air Medford ‐ ‐ $3,825,000 $0 $3,978,000 $153,000
Coastal Air Strike The Dalles ‐ $216,750 $0 $225,420 $8,670
Coastal Air Strike The Dalles ‐ $216,750 $0 $225,420 $8,670

2016 (CPI+1.1%)  2017 (CPI+2.6%) 17' Change 2018 (CPI+3.9) 18' Change 2019 (CPI+2.7) 19' Change
2020 (CPI+2.9 / 2% 

Flat)
20' Change

2021 (CPI+1.4%/ 
2% Flat)

21' Change
2022 (CPI +7.7%/ 

4% Flat) 
ESTIMATE ONLY

22' Change

$4,733,012 $4,830,300 $97,288.00 $4,978,465 $148,165 $5,586,982 $90,102 $5,427,090 $266,108 $8,194,653 $127,563 $9,117,995 $489,842.48

Historical Total 
2016 ‐ 2022

$1,219,068.48

Severity Aircraft Base Contract Estimate with CPI Adjustment
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March 2022 FEMA Update 

What’s new: 

• Contracts/Materials documentation submitted to FEMA for 2020 Fires:
South Obenchain, Archie Creek, Brattain, Beachie, Riverside, Lionshead, &
Almeda PA claims.

o Environmental & Historic Preservation (EHP):  Draft memos for
Riverside and Lionshead have been submitted. FEMA will let us know
if we’ve provided sufficient information to pass EHP review.

FEMA $ Recently Received: 

• White River (2020) - $3.7 million

Outstanding: 

• Prior to 2020 - $1.07 million
• 2020 – $71.3 million

o Amount increased due to amendment for Public Assistance (PA) grant
for 100% cost-share for costs between 9/11-10/10/20

• 2021 - $26 million
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